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Abstract
This experimental study aims to compare problem-solving abilities between students that are
taught with guided discovery learning models and conventional learning models. This study
involved all eighth graders as the research population. Furthermore, the sampling technique
used is the simple random sampling technique in two classes in Junior High school SMPN 1
Kota Gorontalo by employing Superitem essay test as a data collection tool. This descriptive
analysis is described in the frequency distribution and histogram tables, whereas inferential
analysis was performed by using ANCOVA test. The results showed that guided discovery
learning model is preferable to compare to the conventional learning model in improving
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mathematics problem-solving ability.
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1. Introduction
Teacher as a facilitator, organizer, and motivator implementing the learning process in
mathematics should be able to choose the appropriate learning model corresponding to
mathematical subject characteristics that allow the student problem-solving abilities
development. As a facilitator, teachers prepare learning devices that enable students to find
their concepts, principles, and procedures through a series of learning activities. As an
organizer, a teacher must be able to manage the course of the learning process, including
ways to intervene and engage students in understanding the concepts, principles, and
procedures. As the motivator, teachers give the motivation to students who are less active in
the learning process. Thus, the role of the learning approach that selected by teachers is very
strategic in imparting mathematical concepts.
The low learning outcome of mathematics is caused by several factors including the
achievement which is more focused on the achievement of learning from the target, not the
students' understanding of mathematical concepts. Also, classroom activities make teachers
more active than students. Consequently, children do not have critical thinking. To make
students more active, it is essential to get the students to communicate and participate in each
learning activity actively.
Another problem related to mathematics learning is the concern of teachers in understanding
Student Problem Solving Abilities. This can be seen in the lack of learning management to
support the development of particular competencies. General mathematics of the
Problem-Solving Ability plays a vital role in each student. In the teaching and learning
process of mathematics, when a question was given to students, then the students should be
able to identify, understand, analyzing, and reuse the argument to solve the problem. The
problem-solving ability is also one of the mathematics that should receive top priority in
mathematics learning. In the recommendations of NCTM (1989: 2), said that
problem-solving skills should be the focus of learning in mathematics. This recommendation
is not only a skill that shows that problem solving is essential but also implies that some
effort must be made to include it in an integral part of the mathematics curriculum objectives.
Learning model that has been applied less able to develop students' problem-solving abilities
as such, many students understand the material being taught are just as described, then they
usually forget the concept of what is being taught. Mathematics learning problem in schools
today is teachers tend to achieve mastery of the material to be taught at the time the target is
available. This condition illustrates that teachers are unconcerned with the underlying things
that significantly affect students in acquiring the knowledge taught to them. The learning
process that emerges is the achievement of learning-oriented learning materials rather than
learning that focuses on improving student competence. Under these conditions, it is not
surprising that mathematical results are low.
Guided discovery learning using the form Superitem task, besides directing students to
discover concepts, rules, and procedures, it can help train the students' problem-solving
ability that can be used optimally and ultimately to improve student learning outcomes.
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According to Biggs and Collis that tests in the form of superitem are made based on the
SOLO student stages. Students work on simple problems then move to more complex tasks.
This process can optimize the application of mathematical problem-solving skills and
accelerate students' understanding of a concept, which will ultimately be a positive influence
on student learning outcomes.
2. Review
2.1 Problem Solving Ability in Mathematics
Polya (1985) defines problem-solving as an attempt to find a way out of trouble in order to
achieve goals that are difficult to achieve. While Dahar (1989) said that problem-solving
activity is a human activity in applying the concepts and rules that obtained previously. While
the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics (Branca, 1980) stated that learning to
solve problems is the principal reason for teaching mathematics. Problem-solving is a process
to apply the previously acquired knowledge to the new or unusual situations. Solving the
word problems is one form of problem-solving, but students also need to know and be
familiar with routine matters.
Russefendi (1991) said that solving the problem is a general approach that is more about the
process than the result (output). Therefore, the aspect of the process is a key aspect of the
learning problem solving, rather than aspects of the product, as found in conventional
learning (traditional). The understanding of the process in this case, according to Sabandar
(2001), contained meaning that when students learn mathematics, there is a process of
reinvention (rediscover). It means that procedures, algorithms, and rules that must be learned
is not provided and taught by teachers and students have to find it themselves.
Based on the definition above, problem-solving is a real effort to find a way out of the
problems encountered in daily life or specific issues for achieving the goals set.
Problem-solving should actively involve students in the learning process, including students
to experiment with ideas and materials so that students can actively develop knowledge.
Student engagement means that they are actively searching for themselves, finding their own
or formulating their conclusions. Thus, an understanding of the concept-forming process is
preferred.
Mathematics learning with problem-solving approach helps teachers to connect the
mathematics ideas to real-world situations and motivates students to make connections
between knowledge and its application in their daily lives. Otherwise, the student must be
able to translate the everyday sentences into math sentence. Incapacity of a student, in this
case, is one of the sources of error in solving mathematical problems.
Solving math problems requires the right concrete steps to get the correct answer. A variety of
views on the problem-solving steps proposed by some experts are structured so that we may
solve the problem correctly. Witting & Williams (1984) suggested the following
problem-solving steps: (1) formulating the problem, (2) processing and troubleshooting, and
(3) evaluating the problem-solving.
These steps were taken in solving the problem using the steps recommended by Polya (1985)
which proposed the problem-solving steps in four stages: (1) understanding the problem, (2)
preparing the plan, (3) executing the plan, and (4) re-examine the process and results
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(retrospect). Russefendi (1991) considers that additional steps may complement Polya's steps,
then he proposed modifications to Polya's steps as follows, (1) rewriting the words
themselves, (2) writing equations, (3) write ways to solve as coping strategies, (4) discuss
ways of settlement, (5) work, (6) reexamine results, and (7) choose the solution.
From the various stages of problem-solving mentioned above, there is almost no significant
difference in meaning. All the problem-solving stages mentioned before containing the main
stages proposed by Polya.
2.2 Superitem Test
Superitem test is a test developed by taxonomic SOLO used as a means of alternative
assessments to monitor the development of cognitive abilities of students in solving
mathematical problems (Collis, Romberg, and Jurdak (1986), Lam and Foong (1998), Wilson
and Iventosh (1988)). Superitem tests consist of situational problems and four complex and
intertwined items. This test consists of problem situations, drawings or graphs, whereas items
comprised of four levels of reasoning based on the SOLO model taxonomy as follows:
− Unistructural. Students focus on one or more relevant information to give a response to
the reality of the concrete was directly involved in the issue. For example, students use and
refer to the concrete object (picture) given in the stem to find the next pattern from the
current pattern.
− Multistructural. Students use the more relevant information to get a solution, but not to
integrate it. For example, students begin to identify the relationship between variable patterns
and be able to explain how these patterns are moving in the sequence.
− Relational. Students integrate each aspect of the given information into a coherent
structure. In other words, the information provided is sufficient to solve the problem.
− Extended abstract. The student generalizes the structure into a new and more abstract
concept.
From a few steps of guided discovery learning model proposed by the experts, in this
research we used measures proposed by Markaban. Based on the description above, we
concluded that the test in superitem form is good to use with the model of guided discovery
learning. The steps of the application of guided discovery learning model by using test
superitem form are as follows:
−

The teacher divides the students into groups consisting of 4-6 students

−

Teacher briefly explain the material to be studied

−

Teacher gives assignment test superitem form as a medium for guided discovery learning

−

The teacher describes the purpose and procedures of activities that must be performed

− Checking that all students understand the purpose and procedures of the activities to be
carried out
− From the data in superitem test form given by the teachers, students prepare, process,
organize and analyze data.
− Teachers guide students through the process of guided discovery through direct questions.
In this case, this guidance should lead students to go directly to the destination, through the
leading questions.
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− Students discuss in groups to formulate a conjecture (forecasts) and the results of the
analysis done.
− If it is necessary, the conjecture has been made by the students above by teachers. It is
essential to convince students for casts, so it will be towards the direction to be achieved.
This activity can be done through a presentation of results and a representative of each group.
− If it has been assured of the truth of conjecture, the conjuncture must also be conveyed to
the students to incorporate it.
After the students discover what they search, the teacher should provide the additional
exercises or problem to reinforce students understanding the concepts that have been found.
3. Methods
This research was conducted in the Junior High School SMPN 1 Gorontalo. This research
took place in the second semester of 2013/2014. The type of this research was
quasi-experiment (pseudo-experiment), by using a Pretest-Posttest Control Group Design as a
research design. (Arikunto, 2002:79) (Table 1).
3.1 Variables
The independent variables in this study were divided into (1) the “experimental classes” –
classes that used the learning approach to model the discovery of social interactions and (2)
the “control classes” – classes that used conventional learning method. The depending
variable was the “mathematical problem-solving ability,” while the companion variable in
this study was the “initial ability indicated by the pretest score” (Table 1).
Table 1. Variables related to each group
Class

Pretest

Treatment

Posttest

Experiment

O1

X1

O2

Control

O1

X2

O2

3.2 Population and Sampling
The population was all eighth-grade students in Junior High School SMPN 1 Kota Gorontalo.
The sample was students from class VIII.6 and VIII.7 acquired by simple random sampling.
3.3 Data Collection
There were two data needed: (1) the initial mathematics ability collected from the pretest and
(2) the problem-solving ability collected with a superitem test from the posttest. We use the
scoring system as follows:
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Table 2. Scoring system for problem-solving ability
Aspect
Understanding the problem

Respons to

Score

the question or problem

Does not understand the point of question or does 0
not have answers
Does not follow the test requirements or fail to 1
interpret the question
Understand the question well

Planning the strategy
complete the question

2

to No strategy or plan

0

Irrelevant strategy

1

Use specific strategy, but can not complete the 2
plan or choose the wrong step
Use any strategy which leads to the wrong answer 3
Use some appropriate strategies that could lead to 4
the correct answer
Executing the strategy plan

The strategy is not executed

0

There is an attempt to execute the plan but in 1
the unclear procedure
Use one procedure that could lead to the correct 2
answer
Use the appropriate procedure but wrong in 3
calculation
Use the appropriate procedure and that finally end 4
with the correct answer
Validating answers

Does not recheck both the process and the answer

0

Only recheck the answer (the calculation)

1

Only recheck the process

2

Recheck the process and the answer

3

3.4 Data Validation and Reliability
Pearson product-moment of correlation was used to validate the linear correlation between
variables using formula as follows:
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(Sugiyono, 2005: 213)
The Cronbach alpha was used to estimate the reliability of the test.
ri =

2
k  Σsi 
−
1
(k − 1)  st 2 

(Sugiyono, 2005: 282)
3.5 Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using covariant inferential analysis (ANCOVA). This general linear
model evaluates whether the population mean of the dependent variable is the same across all
levels of categorical independent variables (experimental and control classes), while
statistically controlling the effects of other continuous variables as covariates. (first
mathematics ability) (Gultom, 2013).
4. Results
4.1 Lesson Plan
The learning plan is developed by the researcher and validated by the validator. Assessments
provided by the validator include the format, language, and content of the lesson plan. The
validation results show that the average score of the two assessment assessments of the
eligibility of the Lesson Plans provides an appropriate assessment. However, there are several
suggestions for improvements from the validator are: determining the indicators, learning
objectives, and the Lesson Plan phase.
4.2 Students’ Worksheet
Student worksheets in the form of superitem tests developed by researchers are a guide for
students to learn with teachers as facilitators as well as self-training exercises to understand
the concept of the material being studied.
Worksheets are developed and validated by experts/specialists. Valid aspects include
formatting, content, and language. Based on the result of the feasibility assessment sheet, the
average validator score given in each category is quite good. This indicates that the
developed worksheet can be used for eighth-grade junior high school students. However,
there are some improvement suggestions related to questions that have not been able to
measure the achievement of the learning objectives in the lesson plan.
4.3 Result Description
The experimental class is taught with an ecosystem self-discovery learning model, and the
control class taught by cooperative learning model consists of 34 and 32 students respectively.
Table 4, Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the pretest and posttest scores collected from the sample.
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Table 4. Pretest and posttest score
Pretest Score

Posttest score

Expr Class

Ctrl Class

Expr Class

Ctrl Class

n

32

34

32

34

Max

80

76

90

96

AMin

36

40

40

42

Mean

64,00

57,00

82,34

72,38

Modus

61,83

54,25

76,50

78,25

Median

63,88

56,50

80,17

70,50

SD

13,32

11,56

14,99

13,28

Variance

177,29

133,64

224,59

176,47

Figure 1. Bar chart showing the pretest score
in experiment and control classes

Figure 2. Bar chart showing the posttest score
in experiment and control classes

4.4 Inferential Analysis
The mean of pretest and posttest scores is listed in Table 5 and illustrated in Figure 3.
Table 5. Pretest and posttest mean values
Pretest Score

Posttest Score

Control Class

57,06

72,41

Experiment Class

62,13

82,19

The difference of the value of pretest and posttest from experimental class and control class,
it is explained in the graphic below:
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Figure 3. Pretest and posttest mean scores

Figure 4. The regression line shows the
connection between each learning model
used and the problem-solving ability of the
students in both classes

Two simple regression models were obtained based on the inferential analysis. The first
represents the relationship between the first mathematics capability with the problem-solving
ability of the students taught with the guided discovery model (Ye = 0,619 43,6841 + Xe).
The second represents the relationship between the initial mathematics capability with the
problem-solving ability of the students taught with the cooperative learning model (Yk =
48,2617 + 0,423 Xk). The regression coefficient significant test (independent test) for both
regression models show that the initial mathematics capability has a significant influence
towards the problem-solving ability.
The regression line of the experiment and control classes was parallel, but the constant of the
regression line of the experiment class is more significant than the control class. This
indicates that there is a substantial difference as shown in Figure 4.
These results suggest that the guided discovery learning model is more superior than the
cooperative learning model in increasing the problem-solving ability in mathematics
superitem test.
5. Conclusion
Our study suggests that the initial student capability in mathematics have significant
influence on the problem-solving ability. Based on the hypothesis criteria, we will accept the
null hypothesis if Fcount is greater than Ftable and the inferential analysis result is consistent
with this statement. The Fcount is 0.29979, and the Ftable is 4.00. It means that the guided
discovery learning model is more effective than the cooperative learning model in increasing
the problem-solving ability in mathematics.
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